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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,662,759 

MULTICELLULAR FRACTIONATION COLUMN 
AND THE LIKE 

Aubrey Keith Brewer, Washington, D. C. 
Application May 13, 1949, Serial No. 93,152 

This invention relates to an apparatus and 
method for effecting improvements in the art 
of gas and liquid contact and aims generally to 
improve the same. The invention is Well eXen 
plified by its application to distillation by sub 
jecting a flowing film of liquid to high turbulence 
contact with a counter-flowing stream of Vapor 
in such a manner that high throughput is ob 
tained in a fractionation. Column having a re 
markably low HETP. HETP is defined as the 
height of an equivalent theoretical plate; i. e., 
the length of column required to produce a 
change in concentration equivalent to one-theo 
retical plate. 

Prior to this invention it has been shown, 
(Willingham, Sedlac, Rossini and Westhaver, 
Ind. and Eng. Chem., vol.39, page 706, year 1947) 
that the efficiency of a fractionation column is 
markedly increased by induced tubulence in the 
vapor stream. Means and methods for apply 
ing this effect have been limited to an apparatus 
consisting of a cylinder spinning in a tube in 
which the spacing is a few hundredths of an inch. 
As a consequence, while very low HEPT has been 
obtained the throughput is too low to meet most 
commercial objectives. 
Some of the objects of the present invention, 

severally and interdependently, are: To achieve 
intimate turbulent contact between a gas and a 
liquid, for example a flowing film of liquid and 
its vapor, in uniform distribution and composi 
tion in a given plane across a column of Wide 
cross-sectional area; to achieve countercurrent 
contact between a liquid phase distributed as a 
flowing film over a plurality of surfaces and a gas 
phase in a high State of induced turbulence while 
confined within walls closely spaced at right 
angles to the direction of flow, and the whole 
being regularly distributed as to composition 
across any given cross-section of confining col 
umn; to obtain exchange between liguid and gas 
or vapor in a fractionation column or the like in 
a very short length of column while transport 
ing relatively large masses of material; to obtain 
relatively large transports of material through. 
the column with a negligible pressure head; and 
to provide apparatus of extremely high efficiency 
and of small size relative to prior constructions 
of comparable capacity, and which is of simple, 
durable, and economical construction, can be 
readily dismantled and reassembled, and is other 
Wise adapted for its intended use. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following detailed de 
scription of the method and of the exemplary ap 
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paratus herein disclosed for carrying it out. The 
invention resides in the novel method and sub 
combinations thereof herein described and 
claimed, and in the novel features, arrangements 
and combinations of apparatus for performing 
the method herein disclosed and claimed. 

It has long been known that the efficiency of 
a fractionation column, as defined by the 
throughput divided by the HETP, is limited by 
the rate of exchange between the ascending 
stream of vapor and the descending stream of 
liquid. This exchange is in reality the result of 
the evaporation of a certain amount of liquid 
from a given surface and the simultaneous con 
densation of an equivalent amount of vapor. 
The factors determining the quantity of liquid 

evaporated for effective exchange in unit length 
of column are the extent of surface exposure per 
Volume of liquid involved, the time as determined 
by the rate of liquid descent, and the absence of 
Surface depletion; i.e., reduction of the concen 
tration of the evaporating fraction exhibited in 
the exposed surface of the liquid as occurs in 
stagnated liquids. 
The factors determining the rate of vapor con 

densation on the liquid surface are all dependent 
on and limited by and directly proportional to the 
number of times the average vapor molecule will 
Strike the liquid surface while traveling through 
a unit length of the column. This number is a 
direct functions of the area of liquid exposed and 
of the turbulence in the vapor phase; it is an 
inyerse function of the distance a molecule must 
diffuse through the vapor to strike the liquid sur 
face; i.e., the thickness of the vapor volume, and 
of the Velocity of vapor travel. 

It must be borne in mind that under ful 
countercurrent reflux a quantity of material 
passes as liquid down the column which is the 
same as that which passes as vapor up the col 
unn. In productive fractionating operations 
when an output is being withdrawn at the top, 
the quantity of liquid running down is equal to 
the vapor transport less the output. 
Two major factors must be considered in aug 

menting the rate of exchange between liquid and 
vapor and hence reducing the HETP of the col 
umn. They are (1) the provision of a method 
and construction providing extreme thinness and 
turbulence in both the liquid and vapor streams, 
and (2) the provision of such a method and con 
struction in which channeling is eliminated just 
as far as possible. 
By channeling is meant the passage of either 

55 liquid or vapor through a section of the column 
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without undergoing exchange. It may take the 
following forms: (1) A non-exchanging through 
passage of vapor upwardly at Some point; (2) a 
blowback of li?t uid mist in the ascending Vapor; 
(3) rivulets of liquid running down. All the above 
will give rise to non-Uniformity of distribution 
of liquid and vapor across the column at Some 
point. 
In the present invention a high rate of liquid 

vapor exchange is induced while channeling has 
been almost completely eliminated. The con 
struction of an exemplary column operating in 
accordance with my new method for obtaining 
these ends is shown in the accompanying draw 
ings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing of an entire frac 
tionation column assembly embodying the in 
Vention. 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic plan view of a spiral 
brush employable therein. 

Fig. 3 is a detail in vertical Section of por 
tions Of the Sane, 

Fig. 4 is a detail in plan of a portion of another 
form of brush element. 

Fig. 5 is a detail in vertical Section of a por 
tion of the latter. 
As above noted the present invention provides 

a unique method of contacting a descending 
liquid with a gaseous or vaporous medium in a 
plurality of stages, as well as a simple and effi 
cient apparatus for practicing the method. 

In effect, in the herein-disclosed method, the 
liquid is distributed in each stage in the form 
of a reticulated film-formed mobile structure 
comprising upper and lower apertured filinS and 
downflow or transfer films bridging therebetween. 
The downfioW films are positively moved about 
between, and in contact with, the upper and lower 
apertured films in each stage. They thus draw 
liquid from different parts of the upper film Suc 
cessively. and deliver liquid to different parts of 
the lower film, successively. The liquid is there 
fore being continuously mixed or cross-mixed, but 
Without bulking, and its composition at any given 
level in the stages is maintained Substantially 
uniform. The positive movements imparted to 
the films and the transfers of liquid between 
relatively moving films, as also the motion in 
parted to the liquids in the films, prevents Stag 
nation therein and mere local impoverishment 
or enrichment of the film Surfaces. The gaseous 
phases in each stage are also positively moved 
about in contact with the films in that Stage, 
and the motion imparted thereto aids in cre 
atting gas turbulence and in preventing gas chan 
neling. The gaseous phases are also pl’eferably 
expanded transversely into each stage, which as 
Sists this action. 
In the preferred embodiments herein disclosed 

the descending liquid is passed to the lipper 
apertured film of each stage from the lower 
apertured film of an overlying stage through 
tubular films bounding the apertures therein, 
this step being so performed that bridging of 
the apertures, and consequent blow-back of 
liquid, is avoided. The gaseous medium is prefer 
ably passed into and out of the reticulated film 
formed structure of each stage by Way of the 
free-flow passages within the last-named tubu 
lar films. The gas is thus maintained in con 
tact with downflowing liquid in film form even 
during its transfer from stage to stage, as well 
as being expanded laterally on its entrance into 
each Stage. 
In addition, in the preferred embodiments of 
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4. 
the method, the liquid in the respective films, 
and especially that in the apertured upper and 
lower films of each cell, is positively smoothed 
and Spread and prevented from accumulating 
into globules or drops, and this Smoothing or 
Spreading operation further aids in piromoting 
uniformity of composition in each of said films 
and in preventing mere Surface impoverishment 
or enrichment thereof. 

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 the inven 
tion is applied to a fractionating column. This 
column comprises a pot and a column casing 2 
extending upwardly therefrom. As best shown in 
FigS. 2 and 3, this column 2 is divided into super 
posed cells 3 by mutually spaced plates 4 which 
are provided with regularly spaced openings 5 
of a size not bridged by the liquid to be processed. 
The upper end of the column is provided with a 
Vapor dome 6, which is diagrammatically shown 
as connected to a condenser 7 by a vapor outlet 
Ta. The condensate from condenser 7 may be 
returned to the column through a distributor 8, 
which may be mounted on a rotating shaft 0. 
A movable distributing means or rotary brush 9 
is juxtaposed to the uppermost of the plates 4 
and spreads the liquid thereover. Similar dis 
tributing means or brushes i? are juxtaposed to 
the top and bottom surfaces of each of the cells 
3, and afford moving turbulizing and spreading 
surfaces therein. 
The brushes 9 and if, which may be of any 

Suitable construction, although the forms here 
inafter exemplified are preferred, are mounted 
on the shaft 0, which rotates in thrust and 
aligning bearings f2 and 3. These may be 
Suitably associated with the casing as by the lower 
Spider 4 and the bearing cap or support 5. The 
bearings may be mounted internally of the cas 
ing, when this is desired, as exemplified by bear 
ing 2 herein, or externally, as illustrated in con 
nection with bearing 3. Where external mount 
ing is employed, the shaft 0 is packed where 
it passes through the casing, as indicated by 
packing gland 6 carried by casing closure plate 
2d. 
The pot , in the form shown, is connected with 

a boiler T, and is bolted or otherwise tightly as 
Sembled to the casing 2, as indicated at 9. The 
internal elements of the column, comprising the 
Spider 4, plates 4, plate spacers 8 and pressure 
ring 20, together with the rotor and shaft as 
Sembly interaSSociated therewith, is supported in 
the form shown by a removable retaining ring 2 
Secured to the lower end of casing 2. A jack 
ring 2 Secured to the upper end of casing 2 in 
the form shown, provided with suitable jack 
Screws or the like, serves to tightly clamp the 
aSSembly of plates 4, spacers 8 and pressure 
ring 20, retaining the plates 4 in predetermined 
Spaced relation and effectively sealing the pe 
ripheral regions thereof against channeling. The 
rotor assembly and its thrust bearing 2 may be 
vertically adjusted. in the form shown, for center 
ing the brushes ff in the cells 3 between plates 
4. as by adjusting collars 24 and 25 and bearing 
lift screws 26. The shaft O may be rotated in 
any Suitable way; for example, by a power drive 
comprising a belt pulley 27. 
The apparatus preferably comprises a liquid 

distributor 8. This distributor, as shown in Fig. 
l, nay comprise an annular trough provided 
with transversely extending generally radially 
arranged perforated Spray pipes shown at the 
under side of the trough, and may be fed through 
the return pipe 3 from condenser T. A conden 
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sate draw-off valve 32 is associated with this line, 
and feed and draw-off valves. 33 and 34 are as 
sociated with the boiler, and pot circuit. 
With the arrangement shown, the entire a S 

sembly of plates 4, rings i B, shaft 9, brushes 9 
and , and associated parts raay be removed 
through either end of the casing 2 merely by 
disconnecting the pot or vapor dome, and the 
parts associated therewith. The forms of pot 
and dome shown are suitable for moderate pres 
sure operation, but would of courses be modified 
in accordance with well-known principles for 
operation at extremely high or extremely low 
pressures. 
The brush or turbulizer and spreader element, 

in Figs. 1 to 3, comprises a hub section iffa, 
splined or otherwise secured to the shaft 0. 
This hub section has threaded or otherwise Se 
cured to it radial arms b, and the brush proper 
comprises a spaced spiral element or Sweep 
means if c suitably supported by the arms 'ffb. 
In this form the support is afforded by inserting 
the arms or rods if b through aligned holes in 
the convolutions of the spiral strip and through 
spacer Washers did interposed between them, 
through a lock nut and washer life and into the 
threaded holes in the hub fa. A head or re 
tainer cap if f shown as demountably Secured to 
the outer end of each radial arm provides, 
With the nut fife, for tight clamping of the brush 
convolutions in each instance. The height of 
the spiral sweep fic is preferably Such as to just 
clear the surfaces of the apertured plates 4, 
Which are positioned relative to it by spacers 8, 
hereinafter described. 

In the form shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the spreader 
and turbulizer comprises a tubular grid li, car 
ried by the hub if k and similarly related to the 
plates 4. This entire assembly can be cast using 
any rigid material such as “castalloy.' The di 
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mension of the openings 23 may vary between 
one-eighth of an inch and about one-half of an 
inch depending on the rotor thickness. 
The plates 4 and hubs if a. and flk, as shown, 

are preferably formed to prevent channelling 
past the inner edges of plates, herein by housing 
Such inner edges in peripheral hub channels, 
indicated at film. These channels, in the form 
shown, particularly when operating on lubricant 
stock, may help maintain alignment of the parts 
even though all the desirable adjustments thereof 
hereinafter described may not be perfectly made. 
Other forms of brush element may also be emi 

ployed, so long as they are capable of transferring 
liquid from the upper to the lower plate of a cell 
in filmWise fashion Spread out Over an exparase 
of Surface, and are capable of inducing turbulence 
in the ascending vapors. 

In operation of the fractionating column of 
Fig. 1 in accordance with the method of the 
present invention, the liquid to be fractionated 
is boiled in pot . The vapor passes upward 
through column 2. In its passage through the 
Column 2, the vapor must pass through the Series 
of cells 3 formed by the uniformly spaced plates 
4. The vapor that emerges from the topmost 
plate enters chamber 6 at the top of the column 
and then passes on to condenser , where it is 
condensed and returned to the column through 
distributor 8. The liquid, upon flowing out of 
the openings of distributor 8, is spread filmwise 
over the upper surface of top plate 4 by rotating 
brush 9 splined or otherwise fastened to shaft 0. 
The liquid passes downwardly in tubular film 
form along the walls of openings 5 in plate 4 
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6 
to the tanderside thereof. Eere it is contacted 
by brush also fastened to shaft 0 and is 
brushed out or spread as a thin film on the brush 
?t and on the underside of the oyerlying plate 4. 
The liquid so spread finwise on the brush fif 
flows downwardly on the brush surfaces being 
Spread out thereon by the rotary motion thereof, 
and is delivered by gravity to the lower edge of 
the brush, where it is spread upon the top of the 
plate 4 underlying the brish did and forming the 
lower wall of the topmost cell3. The iquid thus 
flows down in tubular form through the openings 
5 in all the plates 4 and is spread on the surfaces 
thereaf and of the brushes progressively until 
it is returned to pot . The liquid is thus spread 
out in the form of wide area descending films 
in each cell due to the operation of the brush 
means - therein. - - - 
The column is constructed particularly to as 

Sure that the average vapor molecule will be 
permitted to make many collisions with the liquid 
Surface while passing across any given cell 3, 
thus providing a high efficiency of fractionation 
With a consequent low HETP. Thus liquid flow. 
ing through the openings 5 in plates. 4 is swept 
along the bottom surface of the plate by the ro 
tating-brush i? in the form of a thin film. As 
this film builds up it is carried off the tinder 
Surface-of the plate by the brush and allowed to 
run down and spread over the brush surfaces 
and is deposited with a sweeping motion on the 
top Surface-of the next lower plate of the same 
cell. The Spiral strip form of rotary brush is 
especially advantageous in this connection. By 
it the liquid is spread radially and arcuately 
along the plates 4 and is spread centrifugally and 
by Wall displacement along the surfaces of the 
Spiral. Thus liquid from one opening 5 of the 
plate 4 is especially well intermixed with liquid 
from the other openings of the same plate to pro 
vide a uniform composition and distribution over 
the surfaces of each plate. The liquid in each 
cell is thus distributed in the form of a thin film 
Over the bottom surface of one plate, over the 
brush surfaces, and over-the-top surface of the 
plate next below. Since the plates are flat and 
the clearance between the brushes and plates is 
Small, at no point is the film thickness permitted 
to build up to form pools. 
Channeling by the entrainment of liquid drop 

lets in the upward-moving vapor streamis sein 
ineted by the rotation of the brushes which sweep 
the vapor free of droplets. Blow-back and spray. 
ing of liquidin the openings 5 is avoided since the 
liquid does not bridge over these openings. Thus 
by the wiping and spreading method of this in 
Vention the liquid is conditioned for rapid ex 
change by being spread over the entire area of 
film-supporting Surface in each cell as a fiowing 
film with continuous cross-mixing and Surface 
renewal. 
The vapor passing up through opening 5 in 

plate 4 is conditioned for repid exchange byrin 
duced high turbulenee and by close wall spacings. 
High turbulence is insured by expansion of the 
vapor in passing through the openings 5 intocells 
3 Where the cross-sectional free-space is increased 
Several fold. The turbulence so induced is several 
times that obtained when no expansion and con 
traction in the vapor is involved. High turbu 
lence in the vapor stream is also induced by the 
rotation of brushes ... The close spacing of the 
elements of the brushes also insures rapid ex 
change by reducing the thickness of the vapor 
streams passing through them. Relatively slow 
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upward vapor velocities are provided by the large 
CrOSS-Sectional free space of the column. 
The dimensional limits of the column are not 

Critical. Nevertheless a number of limits can be 
prescribed to insure optimum operating efficiency 
and to prevent constructional difficulties. Thus, 
the diameter of the column should preferably not 
be more than three feet with about four feet as 
an outer limit. A minimum diameter of two 
inches Would appear to be near the lower limit. 
The diameter of column. Selected is to be deter 
mined by the output desired. The cell spacings 
as defined by the distance between successive 
plates should preferably be within the range of 
three-eighths of an inch to two inches depending 
on the diameter of the column and the operation 
performed. The thickness of the plates is im 
portant only in that it should be sufficient to 
maintain rigidity and prevent sagging. 
The openings in the plates should be sufficient : 

to prevent vapor block by films of liquid forming 
across the perforations. Diameter's ranging be 
tween one-eighth of an inch to one-fourth of an 
inch are satisfactory for most petroleum opera 
tion. The spacings in the brushes, whatever their 
type, should be free but relatively small to pro 
vide a short diffusion distance for the upward 
moving gases, but should be sufficiently large to 
prevent liquid block in the openings. Anaximum 
of Surface is desirable. In consequence the Spac 
ings would usually not be Smaller than one 
eighth of an inch, or larger than one-half of an 
inch at the point of minimum diameter, in Oper 
ating on fluids of normal viscosity and surface 
tension, 
The speed of rotation of the brushes is not 

unduly critical. In operations in which mist is 
formed, the Speed preferably is sufficient to insure 
that the mist particles will be struck by a moving 
wall, or displaced thereby, before they can pass : 
completely through a cell; preferably this rate 
Will be so correlated with the rate of rise of the 
gaseous phase, and the height of the cell, that 
the mist particles are, for the most part, inter 
cepted by a brush in the lower third of the height 
of a cell. For most purpose brush rotation at 
Speeds of the order of one hundred to two thou 
sand revolutions per minutes will be found Satis 
factory, depending on the operation performed 
and the physical characteristics of the apparatus. 
The direction of rotation, particularly in the 

case of spiral brushes rotated at relatively high 
speeds, is preferably such that they tend to wipe 
or scoop the liquids and gases toward the hub of 
the brush, counter to the centrifugal forces tend 
ing to advance them toward the outer periphery. 
This would mean a clockwise rotation of the brush 

relative to the plates, as viewed in Fig. 2. In 
this Way channeling adjacent the Spacer men 
bers 8 is avoided, and uniformity of conditions 
throughout the cell is fostered. 
Rather close tolerances in Constructional di 

mensions are preferred, to provide interchange 
ability of the brushes for the various cells. Also 
the column casing 2 is preferably smooth and of 
uniform bore to provide for easy insertion and 
Withdrawal of the plate and rotor System from 
either the top or the bottom as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. Furthermore the plates 4 are preferably 
substantially flat to prevent the formation of 
pools and to provide a smooth surface over which 
the liquid film is readily spread, and the rings 8 
spacing the plates 4 within the column 2 are pref 
erably made with such accuracy that all cells are 
of equal size, and to prevent channeling of liquid 
between the rings and the column walls. 
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The rotating shaft must be large enough to be 
rigid. The rotating brushes may be attached by 
Splining, keying, use of Set Screws or otherwise. 
A hexagonal or flat-sided shaft is permissible. 
It may be desirable to insert bearings at points 
along the column to prevent whip. This is accom 
plished by means of arms, or more easily by use 
at Such points of heavy plates generally similar 
to plate 4, adapted for the carrying of bearings. 
Tapered roller and ball bearings (2, 3) are 

preferably used for the rotating shaft to insure 
alignment. Lubrication is not necessary for in 
ternal bearings Such as bearing 2 When it is pro 
vided by the liquid itself. All internal elements 
are preferably of non-corrosive material such as 
stainless steel and Monel metal to permit ready 
assembly and disassembly. 
The advantages to be gained by the present 

invention are numerous compared to conven 
tional packed columns and bubble towers. 
The efficiency, as defined by the throughput 

divided by the HETP, is very high. The 
throughput can be made large Since the croSS 
sectional free space is larger than is possible in 
any packed column and channeling is negligible. 
The HETP is low due to the large liquid film 
area, the high turbulence in the vapor stream, 
and the short diffusion distances. A Single cell 
represents up to 0.75 of a theoretical plate un 
der full counter-current reflux; this is equiva 
lent to an HETP of from One to two inches. At 
maximum output the HETP never exceeds three 
to eight inches. This is to be compared to three 
to five feet for large bubble towers. As a result 
processes which have required a one-hundred 
foot to a one-hundred-and-fifty foot tower can 
be accomplished with a ten to twelve foot column 
employing the present invention. This means 
that high efficiency fractionation columns can 
be housed, placed under ground, or employed on 
Shipboard. This is of importance as a protec 
tion against wartine and weather hazards. A 
mobile refinery is also of economic importance 
since it will often prevent reshipment of oil. To 
illustrate, crude from remote fields is now 
shipped to this country to be refined and then re 
turned to the remote areas as aviation gasoline 
and refined productS. 
Other advantages of the present invention will 

be readily apparent. Among these may be men 
tioned: (1) The pressure head across the col 
lumn is negligible since the cross-sectional free 
Space is large with no tortuous gas passages and 
Since no hydrostatic head must be overcome. 
This means that the column can operate at low 
preSSures, even below one millimeter of ner 
Culy. Thus a large number of unstable con 
pounds which crack in ordinary fractionation 
Columns can be fractionated at reduced pres 
Sures. Mercaptains and vitamins, for example, 
are of this nature. (2) The rigid and tubular 
Construction made possible by this invention per 
nits operation at high preSSures. The advan 
tage of this to the natural gas industry is ap 
parent where distillations at One thousand 
pounds per square inch or more are of economic 
value. (3) A column constructed to employ the 
nethod of this invention is very snail for its 
capacity. It thus can be encased in a thermal 
jacket to permit Operation at any desired ten 
perature, both elevated and reduced, even down 
to liquid air temperatures. Thus mixtures of 
low boiling compounds can be separated with 
ease and in quantity. (4) The invention pro 
vides extremely low hold-up of liquid. Thus the 
column comes to equilibrium within a few min 
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suites or hours even for the largest sizes. Since 
the hold-up is of the order of one twenty-fifth 
stor one-fiftieth of that for bubble towers of sub 
stantially equal capacity, the equilibriurn time is 
proportionally shorter. Also small quartities of 
imaterial can be fractionated and only negligible 
amounts are left unfractionated. This is in 
portant in the case of high cost materials. 
(5) The column is adapted to the separation of 
isotopes. Its high platage and low hold-up make 
it ideal for the concentration of isotopes by two 
methods: First, by fractionation, for example, 
separation of heavy oxygen by the counter-cur 
rent fractional distillation of water; and second, 
by chemical exchange, as in separating heavy 
carbon and nitrogen, using Such reactions aS 
carbon dioxide against carbonate ion and aim 
monia, against annonium ion. (6) The per 
forated plate and rotator principle may be 
adapted to steam distiliation, and distillation 
using an inert carrier gas to provide the forward 
transport. (7) The compactness of construc 
tion permits the parts to be made of plastic and 
other expensive or fragile materials for use in 
the distillation or reaction of acids and COro- 9: 
sive substances. (8) The apparatus is easily 
cleaned. In usual sizes, the entire cell System 
is removable in an hour's time for Cleaning and 
repairs. (9) The apparatus is readily transport 
able. Conventional one hundred to One hundred 
fifty foot bubble towers are so difficut to ship 
that their installation at remote points fre 
quently is not practical. The present column 
can be transported easily by any light truck. 
From the foregoing deScription of exemplify 

ing embodiments it will be apparent that the 
present invention provides a new and useful 
method and apparatus for affecting gas and lid 
uid contact which is not limited to the particu 
lar details Of the embodiments herein described. 
It is therefore to be understood that the exem 
plary embodiments herein Set forth are illustra 
tive and not restrictive of the invention, the 
scope of which is defined in the appended claims. 
All modifications which come within the mean 
ing and range of equivalency of the claims are 
therefore intended to be included therein. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A method of contacting a descending liquid 

With a gaseous or vaporous medium which con 
sists in distributing the liquid in the form of a 
reticulated film-formed mobile structure Con 
prising spaced apart-upper and lower apertured 
surface supported films and surface Supported 
downflow films bridging therebetween; positive 
ly laterally transporting said surface supported 
downflow films about, between and in edge C0 
tact with said upper and lower apertured films; 
passing liquid to said upper firm through Surface 
supported tubular films bounding the apertiles 
therein; passing liquid from Said lower fina 
through surface supported tubular films bound 
ing the apertures therein; and flowing the gase 
ous medium into and out of said reticulated film 
formed structure by way of the free-flow pas 
sages provided by said tubular films to be posi 
tively laterally moved about with the laterally 
transported films between the films of said filn 
formed structure for promoting initinate turbu 
lent Surface contact of the gas With the Surface 
supported liquid films thereof. 

2. A method of contacting a descending liquid 
with a gaseous or vaporous medium in a plurality 
of stages which consists in distributing the liquid 
in each stage in the form of a retictilated film 

5 

1) 
formed mobile structure comprising spaced apart 
upper and lower apertured surface supported 
films and surface supported downflow films bridg 
ing therebétween; positively laterally transport 
ing said surface supported downflow films about 
between, and in contact with, said upper and low 
er apertured films; passing liquid to said upper 
films fron an overlying stage through surface 
'supported tubular films bounding the apertures 
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therein; passing liquid from said lower film to 
an underlying stage through surface supported 
tubular films bounding the apertures therein; 
and flowing the gaseous"medium into and out of 
the reticulated film-formed structures of each 
stage by way of the free-flow passages between 
stages provided by said "tubular films to be 'posi 
tively laterally moved about with the laterally 
transported films between the films of each film 
formed structure for providing intimate turbtilent 
surface contact of the gas with the Surface Sup 
ported liquid flims thereof. 

3. A method of intimately contacting a de 
scending liquid with an ascending gaseous or 
vaporous medium in a plurality of intercom 
municating superimposed stages without substan 
tial hydrostatic head therebetween, which method 
comprises distributing the liquid at each stage 
to form two mutually-spaced horizontally-dis 
posed surface supported films connected by sur 
face supported transfer films extending across 
the space therebetween and through which the 
liquid is transferred from a multiplicity of points 
in the upper film to a multiplicity of points in 
the lower film; positively transporting said sur 
face suprorted transfer films in lateral directions 
between said horizontally-disposed films to cause 
them to draw Iiduid from and deliver it to pro 
gressively different parts of said upper and lower 
horizontally disposed films; transferring liquid 
from the lower film of each stage while main 
taining surface support thereof to the upper film 
of an underlying stage; passing the gaseousnedi 
17m upwardly in each stage in turbulent contact 
with the initid passing downwardly throurth said 
transfer films and with said horizontal films: 
and rassino the raseous meditin freely upwardly 
from each stage to an overlying stage. 

4. Tn the contacting of a descenjing liruid 
with an ascending gaseous or vaporous medi'm, 
a nethod in which the lictiid is snread otit at 
each stage to form two mutually-sraced surfare 
supported horizontailly-disposed films connecte 
by surface sinnorted transfer films positively 
moved about relative thereto in the spaces thatre 
between, and throtiph which their lid is trans 
ferred from a multinlicity of horizontally-rhoving 
points in the upper film to a multirlicity of hori 
zontally-moving roints in the lower film, in which 
the linitid is transferred from the lower film of 
each starte to the urper film of an underlying 
stage in the form of surface supported tubular 
films open to the spaces between the transfer 
films of said stages, in which the gaseous medium 
passing upwardly in each stage is moved between 
said horizontal films and brought forcibly into 
surface contact with the strface supported liquid 
passing downwardly through said moving trans 
fer films and extending in said horizontal films, 
and in which the gaseous medium passes freely 
upwardly from each stage to an overlying stage 
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within, and in strface contact with, the surface 
supported descending tubular films of liquid. 

5. A gas and liquid contact device comprising 
a vertical column with means for flowing gaseous 
material upwardly and liquid material town 
wardly in said column, mutually-spaced horizen 
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tal apertured partitions dividing said column into 
a plurality of superposed cells, drive means aS 
sociated with said column, and movable dis 
tributing elements positioned between said parti 
tions and driven by said drive means, Said dis 
tributing elements lying in close juxtaposition 
to said partitions for wiping liquid materials de 
scending in said column over the top and bottom 
sides of said partitions and over Said distributing 
elements and for producing turbulent Surface 
contact therewith of gaseous materials ascending 
in said Column. o 

6. A gas and liquid contact device comprising 
a vertical column with means for flowing gaseous 
material upwardly and liquid material downward 
ly in said column, mutually-spaced horizontal 
apertured partitions dividing Said column into 
a plurality of superposed cells, drive means as 
sociated with said column, and Spaced Spiral dis 
tributing elements positioned between Said parti 
tions and rotated by said drive means, said dis 
tributing elements lying in close juxtaposition to 
said partitions for wiping liquid materials de 
scending in said column over the top and bottom 
sides of said partitions and over said Spaced Spiral 
elements, and for producing turbulent Surface 
contact therewith of gaseous materials ascending 
in said column. 

7. A contact device according to claim 6, in 
which said spaced spiral distributing elements 
are rotated at a suitable speed and in a direc 
tion to sweep the gases and liquids inwardly to 
ward the center of rotation counter to the ten 
dency of centrifugal force to move them in the 
opposite direction. 

8. A cell for gas and liquid contact apparatus, 
comprising a pair of mutually-spaced horizontal 
apertured partitions; means for depositing liquid 
on the upper side of the upper partition and 
means for supplying gaseous medium to the 
underside of the lower partition; the apertures 
in said upper partition being of a size not bridged 
by the liquid so that the liquid passes there 
through in the form of tubular films; movable 
distributing means extending between Said part 
titions and movable in close juxtaposition there 
to and formed to have only wiping clearance 
therewith so as to spread the liquid fron said 
tubular films as a top film extending ove the 
underside of said upper partition, to pick up liquid 
in film form, from a multiplicity of moving points 
in said top film, and to conduct the liquid down 
wardly in film form and Spread it. On the upper 
side of the lower partition; the distributing 
means defining gas passages too large to be 
bridged by the liquid so that the gas paSSeS freely 
between the films of liquid Supported by the dise 
tributing means; the apertures in Said lower part 
tition being of a size not bridged by the liquid 
so that the liquid passes therefrom in the fon 
of tubular films; said tubular films providing for 
the free ingress and egreSS of gaseous medium to 
be turbulently contacted with the film-spread 
liquid in said cell. 

9. A cell for gas and liquid contact apparatus, 
comprising a pair of mutually-spaced horizontal 
apertured partitions; means for depositing liquid 
on the upper side of the upper partition and 
means for supplying gaseous medium to the 
underside of the lower partition; the apertures 
in said upper partition being of a size not bridged 
by the liquid so that the liquid passes there 
through in the form of tubular films, spaced 
spiral distributing means extending between said 
partitions and rotatable in close juxtaposition 
thereto to have only wiping clearance thereWith 
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SO as to spread the liquid from said tubular films 
as a top film extending Over the underside of Said 
upper partition, to pick up liquid in film forin, 
from a multiplicity of moving points in said top 
film, and to conduct the liquid downwardly in 
film form and spread it on the upper side of 
the lower partition; the spiral distributing means 
affording gas passages between its turns too large 
to be bridged by the liquid so that the gas passes 
freely between the films of liquid supported on 
the spiral walls thereof; the apertures in said 
lower partition being of a size not bridged by 
the liquid so that the liquid passes therefrom 
in the form of tubular films; said tubular films 
providing for the free ingress and egress of gase 
ous medium to be turbulently contacted with the 
film-spread liquid in said cell. 

10. A fractionating apparatus comprising a 
vertical column with means for flowing gaseous 
material upwardly and liquid material down 
Wardly in Said column, mutually-spaced horizon 
tal apertured partitions dividing said column into 
a plurality of Superposed cells, drive means as 
Sociated. With said column, movable distributing 
means extending between and in close proximity 
to Said partitions and having only wiping clear 
ance therewith and driven by said drive means 
for spreading the descending liquid fractions 
OVer the top and bottom sides of said partitions 
and over Said distributing means, the distribut 
ing means defining gas passages too large to be 
bridged by the liquid so that the gas passes freely 
between the films of liquid supported by the 
distributing means, said apertures being of a size 
not bridged by said descending liquid, whereby 
the descending liquid fractions pass through said 
partitions and cells Substantially entirely in mov 
ing film form, and Whereby the ascending vapors 
paSS through said partitions and cells and are 
brought into turbulent surface contact with said 
liquid fractions without having to overcome hy 
drostatic heads between cells. 

11. A gas and liquid contact device comprising 
a vertical cylindrical column with means for 
flowing gaseous material upwardly and liquid 
material downwardly in Said column, mutually 
Spaced horizontal apertured annular partitions 
dividing Said column into a plurality of super 
posed cells, a vertical rotatable drive shaft ex 
tending centrally of said column, movable dis 
tributing elements carried by said shaft and 
extending between and in close proximity to said 
partitions and having only wiping clearance 
thereWith and driven by rotation of Said shaft 
for Spreading the descending liquid fractions in 
film form and producing turbulence in the as 
cending gases, the distributing means defining 
gas passages too large to be bridged by the liquid 
so that the gas passes freely between the films of 
liquid supported by the distributing means, the 
apertures in Said partitions being of a size not 
bridged by the descending liquid and opening 
freely from One cell to the next. 

12. A contact device according to claim 11, in 
which the inner edges of the apertured partitions 
and the adjacent portions of the rotating dis 
tributing element and shaft assembly are ar 
ranged in Substantially sealing relation to each 
other. 

13. A contact device according to claim 11, said 
shaft carried elements, each comprising a spiral 
Sweep lying between and in closely-spaced liquid 
Spreading relation to the overlying and under 
lying apertured partitions. 

14. A contact device according to claim 13, in 
which said Spiral Sweeps are rotated in the direc 
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tion to sweep the gaseous and liquid phases in 
wardly toward said shaft counter to their ten 
dency to move outwardly under centrifugal force. 

15. In a gas and liquid contact apparatus con 
prising a column having a vertical cylindrical 
casing and means for causing gas to ascend the 
column and liquid to descend the column, the 
combination with said casing of a plurality of 
parallel spaced foraminous plate members ex 
tending transversely therein, and means includi 
ing rotary sweeps one between each pair of plate 
members, arranged in close, film-spreading, jux 
taposition thereto to spread the liquid filmwise 
on the under side of the upper plate member, 
conduct the liquid filmwise between each plate 
member and the plate member next below it, 
and spread the liquid filmwise on the upper side 
of the underlying plate member, said rotary 
sweeps having gas and liquid passages there 
through not bridged by the liquid, whereby spray 
ing and blowback of the liquid is avoided. 

16. A gas and liquid contact device comprising 
a vertical column with means for Supplying liquid 
to descend therethrough and gas to ascend there 
through, mutually-spaced horizontal apertured 
partitions dividing said column into a plurality 
of superposed cells, liquid film-supporting SWeep 
means extending substantially throughout the 
height of each cell in close film spreading juxta 
position to the upper and lower partitions there 
of, and means for producing relative rotation 
between said film-supporting SWeep means and 
said apertured partitions to spread the descend 
ing liquid on the top and bottom surfaces of Said 
partitions and effect continuous cross-mixing m 
thereof, said sweep means having gas and liquid 
passages therethrough not bridged by the liquid, 
whereby spraying and blowback of the liquid is 
avoided. 

17. A gas and liquid contact device comprising 
a vertical column with means for supplying liquid 
to descend therethrough and gas to ascend there 
through, mutually-spaced horizontal apertured 
partitions dividing said column into a plurality 
of superposed cells, movable liquid film-Support 
ing and gas-agitating sweep means extending 
substantially throughout the height of each cell, 
and means for moving said film-Supporting and 
gas-agitating sweep means relative to said aper 
tured partitions to positively effect continuous 
cross-mixing of the descending liquid and posi 
tive transverse motion of the liqud films relative 
to the ascending gases, Said SWeep means lying 
in close liquid wiping relation to the Overlying 
and underlying partitions and providing spaced 
film carrying walls with free gas passages there 
between, whereby spraying and blowback of the 
liquid is avoided. 

18. A method of effecting contact between 3. 
descending liquid and an ascending gas Which 
comprises spreading the liquid in upper and 
lower wall supported apertured horizontal films 
and transferring the liquid from the upper film 
to the lower film via Wall supported connecting 
films extending to, and maintained in relative 
lateral translation with respect to, the upper and 
lower wall supported films So that said Wall Sup 
ported connecting films are Supplied with liquid 
drawn successively from many different points 
in said upper horizontal film and deliver liquid 
successively to many different points in said 
lower horizontal film, thereby to effect continu 
ous cross-mixing of the liquid content of the 
films while maintaining Wall support thereof to 
eliminate blow-back. 
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I9. A method according to claim 18 furthier 

Comprising the Step of maintaining COItinuously 
open the apertures in said horizontal films, and 
forcing the ascending gas to pass upwardly 
through said continuously open apertures, and 
between said connecting... films while maintain 
ing said fins. Substantially intact, Whereby blow 
back is avoided. 

20. A method of contacting a descending liquid 
With a gaseous or vaporous medium whichi, Con 
Sists in repeatedly wiping and, Spreading the de 
scending liquid over relatively moving. Surfaces 
during the descent thereof in continuously 
changing moving films having continuously open 
gas paSSages therethrough, and passing the gase 
OUIS. Or Vaporous medium... through said gas pass 
Sages upwardly relative to the said moving films 
in turbulent contact with the surfaces of the 
Surface Supported films, whereby channelling and 
Spraying and blowback of liquid are avoided. 

21. A method of contacting a descending liquid 
With a gaseous Or vaporous medium which Con 
SistS in repeatedly. Wiping, and spreading the 
descending liquid over relatively moving. Sur 
faces during the descent thereof in continuously 
changing moving films of transversely discon 
tinuous form providing free passages there 
through and therebetween unbridged by the films, 
and passing the gaseous or vaporous medium up 
Wardly through Said bridged free passages relia 
tive to the said moving films in turbulent con 
tact With the Surfaces of the surface. Supported 
films, Whereby channelling and Spraying and 
blowback of liquid are avoided. 

22. A method of effecting. 3Ontact between a 
descending liquid and an ascending gas, which 
COInprises Spreading the liquid in upper and 
lower continuously apertured horizontal wall. 
Supported films, and Continuously Wall support 
ing and transferring liquid film-wise from regul 
larly progressively shifting positions in the upper 
film to regularly progressively shifting positions 
in the lower film, while forcing the ascending gas 
to paSS upwardly, through the continuous aper 
tures in Said wall. Supported horizontal films and 
in Surface contact with said wall supported hori 
Zontal films and the wall supported films trans 
ferring liquid therebetween. . . . 

23. A countercurrent gas and liquid contact. 
apparatus particularly adapted to minimize. 
blowback and channelling comprising: a verti 
cal tower; a plurality of horizontal partitions. 
Subdividing the length of the tower into cells, 
Said partitions being provided with apertures. 
therethrough of a size too large to be bridged 
by the liquid So that in operation gas may ascend. 
through the central portions of said apertures: 
and liquid descends filnwise: along the perimetra. 
Walls of Said apertures to form hanging bodies. 
of liquid at the under sides of the partitions; a 
plurality of Sweeps each rotatable about a verti 
cal axis and one located in each cell, each sweep 
being provided with passages extending from its 
top surface to its bottom Surface and of a size too 
large to be bridged by the liquid so that in opera 
tion gaS may ascend through the sweep passages 
as liquid descends film Wise along the walls there 
of; each of Said Sweeps having its top surface 
juxtaposed closely to the under surface of the 
partition forming the top of its cell so that as the 
Sweep is rotated the upper edges of its Walls will 
engage with liquid hanging from the under side 
of the Overlying partition and wipe liquid there 
from for flow down said Sweep walls to form 
hanging bodies of liquid at the bottom edges of 
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said sweep walls, and each of said Sweeps having 
its bottom surface juxtaposed closely to the top 
surface of the partition forming the bottom of 
its cell so that as the sweep is rotated the liquid 
suspended from the botton edges of its Walls is 
smeared or spread over the top surface of the 
underlying partition; means for Supplying gas 
to the lower reaches of said tower and iiquid to 
the upper reaches thereof for countercurrent 
fiow therein; and means for rotating Said SWeeps 
at a slow rate of speed sufficient to cause then 
to mechanically pick up liquid flowing down 
wardly through said partitions and hanging 
from the under sides thereof before the liquid 
falls therefrom into free suspension in the gaS 
and to thereafter mechanically Spread Such 
liquid over the upper sides of the next lower par 
titions while continuously supporting the liquid 
by adhesion to the sweep walls during its descent 
therealong and until it is spread on the under 
lying partition walls. 

24. A countercurrent gas and liquid contact 
apparatus adapted to minimize blowback and 
channelling, comprising a vertical tower, two Sets 
of relatively movable elements in the tower, each 
of said sets comprising a plurality of vertically 
spaced horizontally disposed elements provided 
with apertures therethrough of a size too large 
to be bridged by the liquid so that in Operation 
gas may ascend through said apertures while 
liquid descends filmwise along the bounding walls 
of said apertures to hang from the lower faces 
of the elements, the elements of One of Said Sets 
alternating with those of the other, and Said 
alternating elements having their adjacent top 
and bottom faces closely spaced by distances 
smaller than the hanging depth of liquid de 
pending from the under faces of the elements, 
means for flowing gas upwardly through said 
elements and liquid downwardly therethrough, 
and means for producing relative motion be 
tween said sets of elements to cause them to con 
tinuously mechanically support liquid descending 
in films therethrough while continuously CrOSS 
mixing the liquid and gas moving from each 
element to the next. 

25. Gas and liquid contact apparatus accord 
ing to claim 24, in which the elements of one of 
said sets are in the form of perforated plates 
having flat top surfaces so that the liquid flow 
ing thereto from the elements of the other set is 
spread out filmwise on the flat top Surface of Said 
plates to descend filmwise therefrom along the 
bounding walls of the perforations therethrough. 

26. Gas and liquid contact apparatus accord 
ing to claim 24, in which the elements of one 
of said sets are in the form of perforated plates 
having flat under surfaces So that the liquid 
flowing thereto along the bounding Walls of the 
perforations therethrough may be Spread Out 
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film Wise on Said flat under surfaces incident to 
the SWeeping of incipient drip therefrom by the 
elements of the other Set. 

27. Gas and liquid contact apparatus accord 
ing to claim 24, in which the elements of one 
of Said sets are in the form of perforated plates 
having flat top surfaces So that the liquid flow 
ing thereto from the elements of the other set 
is Spread out filmwise on the fiat top surface of 
Said plates to descend filmwise therefrom along 
the bounding walls of the perforations there 
through, and in which the said perforated plates 
also have flat under surfaces so that the liquid 
flowing thereto along the bounding walls of the 
perforations therethrough may be spread out 
film Wise on said flat under surfaces incident to 
the SWeeping of incipient drip therefron by the 
elements of the other set. 

28. A method of gas and liquid contact that 
consists in fiowing gas upwardly within a column 
while flowing liquid downwardly filmwise there 
In, particularly characterized in that the liquid 
is maintained during its descent in wall sup 
ported films Spaced to permit free upward pas 
Sage of the gas therethrough, and in that spaced 
horizontal portions of the column of ascending 
gas and descending Wall supported liquid films 
are continuously positively transported hori 
ZOntally between other portions thereof at a rate 
So related to the liquid flow that essentially wall 
Support of the liquid is continuously maintained 
notwithstanding that the continuity of individ 
ual descending films is continuously being broken 
and reestablished in new relations whereby the 
gas and the liquid are continuously cross-mixed 
to present channelling without any substantial 
Spraying and blowback of the liquid. 

AUBREY KEITH BREWER. 
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